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Cancer Wig Foundation, Inc.

Restoring confidence
through caring.
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Helping cancer patients
in Minnesota since 1990

CANCER WIG FOUNDATION, INC.

The Cancer Wig Foundation, Inc. was started in
1990 to help cancer patients with the cost of a
wig or cranial prosthesis and to fill the gap for

CWF STORIES

CWF STORIES

“Thank you very much for the reimburse-

“You did indeed lift my spirits. The care and

surance does not cover the cost of a wig for

ment check. With all of the unexpected

concern of people and organizations such

temporary hair loss due to medical treatment.

expenses it was greatly appreciated! I have

as yours are needed and very much appre-

Since it’s inception the CWF has helped more

completed the chemo treatments and am

ciated.” Thank you, Shirley

than 3,000 individuals in Minnesota.

and renewed energy. I am thankful to all the

“Thank you for your generous donation to-

Your donations help CWF continue it’s mission

people who have helped me in so many

ward my cranial prosthesis. It is warm for

in helping cancer patients with partial reim-

ways! “Thank you, Jo

the heart, as well as the head, to know

bursement a wig or prosthetic needed for medi-

someone anonymous cares.” Sincerely,

cal hair loss caused by cancer treatment. Min-

Barbara

nesota residents must apply and qualify to be

patients who are uninsured or those whose in-

looking forward to accelerated blood counts

“Dear friends at the Cancer Wig Foundation,
Thank you so much for helping me pay for

eligible. Reimbursements are made on a first

my wig. I appreciate it so much. I am near-

“Thank you for the gift! It sure was a help in

ing the end of 18 weeks of chemotherapy

such a trying time.” Thank you again, Ina

come, first served basis as funds allow.

and have two to go out of six treatments. I

The Cancer Wig Foundation, Inc., is a 501(c)3

am doing well and anxious to be done.

non-profit organization. All donations are tax

Wearing a wig has helped me feel confident
enough to go to work and get out in the
public. It has made a big difference in my
life. Thank you so much!” Gloria

CWF THANK YOU
“Thank you for the beautiful card and for
the thoughtful contribution to the Cancer

deductible as a charitable donation.
Monetary donations are accepted at:

Wig Foundation in memory of my sister.
Nancy had gorgeous red hair, and I know
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she would appreciate being able to help
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others with such a gift. Thank you sincerely

Suite 18

for your kindness at a time when it was
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deeply appreciated.” Mark
Phone: 952.925.9731

Restoring dignity
at a difficult time
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YOUR DONATION DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

